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BundlesForMac Day After Christmas Sale 15% off everything in the store
Published on 12/26/11
Denver based BundlesForMac has announced there Day After Christmas Sale 15% off
everything
in the store including the current bundle the Web Development Toolkit bundle, 10 great
apps being sold for more than 92%. There is no better time to get great apps like Logo
Design Studio Pro, skEdit, Interarchy, Better Link Tester, Get Backup Pro, Stor, Simon
Bronze, HTML Validator, MacFreelance, and Whoosh. These tools are great utilities to
extend any Mac users library of quality software
Highlands Ranch, Colorado - Denver based BundlesForMac has announced there Day After
Christmas Sale 15% off everything in the store including the current bundle the Web
Development Toolkit bundle, 10 great apps being sold for more than 90%! There is no
better time to get great apps like Logo Design Studio Pro, skEdit, Interarchy, Better Link
Tester, Get Backup Pro, Stor, Simon Bronze, HTML Validator, MacFreelance, and Whoosh.
These tools are great utilities to extend any Mac users library of quality software
Every App in the store is marked 15% off.
Including the great Bundle:
Logo Design Studio Pro:
Powerful logo design and vector illustration for any expert or amateur. Use the 1000 logo
design concepts and 2800 fully editable vector graphics as a creative jumping point in
designing a look that gets noticed. Other feature highlights include over 100 filters and
effects, 500 taglines, 500 background textures, 15 commercial use fonts, and more.
skEdit:
Are you looking for a fast, flexible text editor? skEdit is fast and it is built to be
extensible, you can easily add more languages if the 13 built in languages aren't enough.
You can extend skEdit by writing a script in your favorite language and putting it in the
script menu? skEdit has it all and the kitchen sink.
Interarchy:
Interarchy is the leading file transfer application for Mac OS X. First released in 1993,
Interarchy has been used by hundreds of thousands of Mac users to download, upload, and
transfer files across the Internet. Use Interarchy to connect to FTP, SFTP, iFTP, SCP,
WebDAV, Amazon S3, Google Storage and Rackspace Cloud Files servers.
Better Link Tester:
Better Link Tester (BLT) is a Macintosh OS X based Website link testing application. A
link checking application is used to make sure that every link on your site actually
points somewhere and doesn't show the dreaded 404 error. It is a great way to make sure
that your site give your customers the best experience, so that they will want to come
back again and again. BLT is a great tool that will make the quality checking process easy
and painless. You just point it at the URL on your site that you want to test, whether it
is the first URL or one deep within your site it doesn't matter, BLT can check them all.
Get Backup Pro:
Important aspects of your life are stored within the data on your computer, the loss of
which can turn into a nightmare. Some of these important files include photos, music and
videos, e-mail archives, business related documents, financial records, and more. To
protect yourself from hard drive crash or human error related data loss, back up your
files.
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Get Backup gracefully combines various backup capabilities, such as disk cloning,
scheduling, compression tools, the ability to restore an archive on any computer without
necessarily using Get Backup, and much more. And, more amazingly, all of this comes free
of charge.
Stor:
The easy to use MySQL editor for your Mac.
Simon Bronze - 15 Active Tests:
Dejal Simon is the essential site monitoring tool for Mac OS X. It checks servers for
changes or failures, and notifies you via e-mail, sound, speech, Twitter, or other means.
You can use it to track updated sites, and to alert you when an important server goes down
or recovers. Developed in Cocoa, it is a native Mac OS X application with an intuitive and
attractive interface.
HTML Validator:
HTMLValidator validates html pages on your Mac, without connecting to a remote server. You
can validate most kinds of HTML pages and you get a list of errors and warnings. You can
set up a list of web pages to validate and test them all with a single click, plus it can
extract the source of the current page directly from Safari and validate that using a
system wide menu item. HTMLValidator helps keep your html pages in spec and by running it
regularly you can safely update your pages without breaking html compliance.
MacFreelance:
MacFreelance is easy invoice and billing software that allows you to add new clients,
monitor time spent on projects, add fixed or timed charges, track mileage and payments,
perform tax calculations, create quotes and invoices, and generate detailed reports.
MacFreelance also offers seamless Mac integration with applications such as Address Book,
iCal, and Spotlight.
Whoosh:
Whoosh lets you send thousands, or even millions of emails using the powerful Amazon SES
service.
Pricing and Availability:
Every Application in the store is 15% off
The Web Development Toolkit Bundle is currently available for $33.99 (USD) (a more than
92% discount off of the more $400 valued bundle) and available immediately until December
29, 2011 11:59:59.
BundlesForMac:
http://www.shakeonit.com/shop/
Web Development Toolkit Bundle:
http://www.shakeonit.com/shop/web-development-toolkit-1.0.html
NothingButMac:
http://www.nothingbutmac.com
Affiliate Program:
http://www.shakeonit.com/shop/affiliate-program.html
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BundlesForMac was started in 2010 as a partnership between NothingButMac and ShakeOnIt
to
fill a need in the Mac Application Bundle space. Our goal is to provide bundles for
targeted groups and fill those bundles with good and useful applications. And of course it
all comes at a fantastic price. Copyright (C) 2011 BundlesForMac. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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